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Introduction: 
Several EBS 11i customers are in a dilemma whether to choose upgrade path or 
reimplementation path. This article provides some information about the topic and expects 
to provide some guide lines to decision makers whether to go for upgrade or 
reimplementation. Several references have been taken in to consideration while preparing 
this document. Aim in coming up with this article is to provide some insight or thought 
process in both of the approaches so that appropriate decision can be made. 
 
What do you mean by implementation? 
 
Typical implementation cycles include activities such as Selection of Hardware as per 
guidelines/prerequisites, fresh installation of software, study existing business processes, 
mapping of the business processes, conference room pilots, development of WRICE 
(Workflows, Reports, Interfaces, Customizations, Extensions) components, Data conversion 
such as loading balances , User Acceptance Test, go‐live. Data conversion of Historical 
transaction may happen or may not happen. 
 
What do you mean by upgrade? 
 
Typical upgrade cycles include activities such as Upgrade assessment, pre‐upgrade process, 
DB upgrade, R12 upgrade, Post‐upgrade process, declaration of upgrade completion. This 
will have several iterations three to five are recommended in order to minimize technical 
risks during the production upgrade. 
 
During these iterations existing WRICE components will be analyzed and the components 
that are necessary for business processes where such functionalities are not available in R12 
will be migrated to R12 environment. 
 
What are the pros and cons of both these approaches? 
 
In general implementation is suggested for net new implementations. However 
reimplementation may be required based on certain considerations which will be addressed 
subsequent sections of this document. Reimplementation enforces customers to maintain 
both the releases if historical data is not migrated as a part of reimplementation. 
Maintenance of two releases one for historical data reporting purposes and the other for 
current may be costly approach, that too in environments where RAC and BCP are 
implemented. 
 
Upgrade approach will have historical data ready with new architecture and hence historical 
Reporting is readily available. Users or auditors need not access two different systems with 
different releases. 



 
 

On what basis decision of upgrade or reimplementation has to be taken? 
 
Reimplementation is recommended in the following considerations 
 
Original Oracle EBS implementation (11i) has got number of configurations which need to be 
Changed because of change in the enterprise and most of these cannot be changed 
(irrevocable configurations). In such case reimplementation can be considered. 
 
If there is a change in chart of accounts definition, calendars etc., then reimplementation 
can be considered. However several tools are available to change COA, Calendars etc and 
hence because of this reason reimplementation path need not be decided. 
 
Enterprise had acquired several companies and each of them has separate instances. In such 
case having a single global instance with reimplementation may be beneficial. 
 
Historical data has been migrated to Data warehouse or other reporting system. In such 
case reimplementation can be considered. 
 
Reimplementation example: 
 
Let’s take a look at an enterprise that would want to consider reimplementation in order to 
move to Release 12. Such a company would most likely: 
 
 Run multiple instances of Oracle applications and would like to consolidate. 
 Have multiple charts of accounts and would like to move to one. 
 Use disparate business processes and see the benefit in having standard global 

business processes. 
 Maintain decentralized back-office functions but see value in moving to a shared 

services model. 
 Have many customizations and understand that R12 could eliminate some of them. 

 
Upgrade Considerations: 
 
Historical data is very much necessary due to several statutory requirements and no other 
reporting system is available. 
 
Some of the existing customizations can be retired and start reaping the benefits of new 
functionalities of R12 EBS and new technology components. 
 
Migration of historical data to re‐implemented system may take longer time and effort and 
so is the cost. 
 
Let’s look at the characteristics of a deploying company who would most likely choose to do 
a standard upgrade to Release 12. Such a company would most likely: 



 
 

 
 Run a single global instance of Oracle applications. 
 Have a single chart of accounts or is satisfied with their current chart of accounts. 
 Use standardized business processes with minimal customizations. 
 Run shared service centers for back office functions. 

 
Some Facts 
 
Oracle R12 is significantly new release with major schematic enhancements technically and 
several functional enhancements. Most of the consultants or partners think that 
reimplementation would be beneficial to customers but customers may be lucky enough to 
reap the benefit of upgrade processes. 
 
Most of EBS customers would go for upgrade, if they are properly educated about the 
approaches. Upgrade is the path of least resistance compared to reimplementation. 
Upgrade process is simpler, uses fewer resources and likely less costs. 
 
Some customers business / process users, IT staff have been frustrated with current EBS 
implementation and its restrictions or too much of customizations. They might accept to re-
implement as this approach provides an opportunity for a clean start. Reimplementation 
drains business resources more than major upgrade such as R12 Upgrade. 
 
Usage of Oracle Advisors 
 
Upgrade advisors are documents available from My Oracle Support. Upgrade Advisors are 
documents created to guide users through an upgrade life cycle. Each advisor is specific to 
an upgrade path of a product or versions. 
 
These documents have been created by combining upgrade information from various 
sources as well as lessons learned collected from upgrades performed by Oracle. 
 
The upgrade advisors are not required or not necessary for upgrade but provide repository 
of information to as sit technical and functional steps for both pre and post upgrade. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

The advisors are organized so that relevant documents can be found depending on the 
phase of the upgrade project. 
 
My Oracle Support Note 250.1 Oracle Support Life Cycle Advisors 
My Oracle Support Note 269.1 EBS Tech Stack Upgrade Advisor 
My Oracle Support Note 256.1 EBS Financials Upgrade Advisor 
My Oracle Support Note 257.1 EBS HCM Upgrade Advisor 
My Oracle Support Note 258.1 EBS Manufacturing  
 
Upgrade Advisor Usage of Upgrade advisors will definitely provide positive experience. 
 
Conclusion 
 
With the above little information, this article must have provided thought process on right 
decision whether to upgrade or re‐implement. Some of the information has been gathered 
from Oracle and OAUG. Intention of this article is to provide guidance in making right 
decision and not to influence the decision makers. 
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Introduction:  
 
This note shows very advanced techniques to managing MLOG$ Tables when specific 
circumstances are encountered with performance of Refresh Collection Snapshots.  
 
The intention of this note is to help identify very high volume entities that can cause Refresh 
Collection Snapshots to perform poorly and provide the steps to evaluate and determine 
which entities could profit from the steps Oracle Support devised to improve the 
performance.  
 
When the Planning Data Collection is run, a number of concurrent programs are launched to 
collect data from the EBS Source tables (instance) to the APS Destination tables (instance).  
The Refresh Collection Snapshots program is responsible for taking 'snapshots' of the 
current data in the EBS Source system. Many times it is this program that causes the biggest 
performance impact for the entire Planning Data Collection process. In a distributed 
installation where APS applications run on separate instance from the EBS Source 
transaction instance, this program is run on the EBS Source instance.  
 
When you find that the time between running Data Collections is such that very high 
volumes are recorded in the MLOG tables used to refresh snapshots, you may follow the 
below strategy to help improve performance.  
 
Chapter 1: Understanding the Data Collections Process:  
3 Key Stages to the Data Collections Process  
 
Refresh Snapshots Process  

1. This process is launched by the stage Planning Data Pull to refresh the snapshots 
used to collect the data.  
2. The snapshots work in conjunction with the views to provide the Planning Data Pull 
with the information that will be loaded into the staging tables.  
3. If the setup profile MSC: Source Setup Required = Yes (or Y in 11.5.10 and below), 
then this process will also launch the Setup Requests that create all the objects used 
by Data Collections in the EBS Source applications.  
4. When deployed with Distributed installation, these processes are launched on the 
EBS Source instance.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Planning Data Pull  
1. When the Snapshot process is finished, then the Planning Data Pull will move the 
data from the Snapshots and Views to the Staging Tables - all named MSC_ST%  
2. This will spawn workers to help manage the many tasks (40+) that gather the data 
into the staging tables.  

 
Planning ODS Load  

1. This will launch to perform Key Transformations of critical data into unique keys for 
the VCP applications. For instance, since Oracle can collect from multiple instances, 
the INVENTORY_ITEM_ID in MSC_SYSTEM_ITEMS must be given a unique value. This 
happens for several entities. Oracle stores the Source instance key values in columns 
with SR_ like SR_INVENTORY_ITEM_ID in MSC_SYSTEM_ITEMS. 
 
2. Then ODS also launches workers to handle the many different load tasks that move 
data from the MSC_ST staging tables to the base MSC tables.  
 
3. During complete refresh Oracle creates TEMP tables to copy data from MSC_ST 
staging tables into the TEMP tables, and then use Exchange Partition technology to 
flip this temp table into the partitioned table.  
 

i. For instance, if our instance code is TST, we can see in the log file 
where we create temp table SYSTEM_ITEMS_TST,  

 
ii. Then Oracle moves data into this table from MSC_ST_SYSTEM_ITEMS  

iii. Then Oracle exchanges this table with the partition of 
MSC_SYSTEM_ITEMS used for collected data - example here shows 
table name if the instance_id is 2021 - partition name is 
SYSTEM_ITEMS__2021)  
 

4. Lastly, the ODS Load will launch Planning Data Collections - Purge Staging Tables 
to remove data from the MSC_ST staging tables.  
 

Chapter 2: Issue Verification:  
 
The client reports that their Data Collection Process has slowed down over a period of time. 
They also mention that there are days when Data Collections completes fairly quickly and 
there are days when it takes close to 10-12 hours to complete the same process.  
 
Upon troubleshooting you notice that the very first stage; Refresh Collection Snapshot 
(which runs in the ERP) is taking almost 8-9 hours to complete on few days and 1-2 hours on 
certain days. There are no issues with the runtime on Planning Data Pull and Planning ODS 
Load.  
 
 



 
 

Chapter 3: Troubleshooting the main cause:  
 
Once you have narrowed down the issue to Refresh Collection Snapshot, it is important to 
understand what this program does and what could be the cause of the sudden slowness of 
this program. Especially since no changes were made to the database.  
 
When the Planning Data Collection is run, a number of concurrent programs are launched to 
collect data from the EBS Source tables (instance) to the APS Destination tables (instance).  
The Refresh Collection Snapshots program is responsible for taking 'snapshots' of the 
current data in the EBS Source system.  
 
Terminology  
 
Snapshots - Snapshots are copies of remote data based on queries. From an Advanced 
Supply Chain Planning perspective, the snapshots are queries based on the entities the 
provide data to be used during the planning process.  
 
For example, sales order information is stored in OE_ORDER_LINES_ALL and the 
corresponding snapshot is OE_ODR_LINES_SN. This information is collected into the 
MSC_SALES_ORDERS table for use in planning.  
 
Complete Refresh (Data Collection) - The Complete Refresh method clears all transaction 
data for all business entities from the planning server (for the source instance being 
collected), then copies over information about the user-selected entities. This method can 
be time consuming.  
 
Complete Refresh (Snapshots) - Complete refreshes completely recreates the snapshot.  
 
Fast Refresh (Snapshots) - Fast refreshes are only available for simple snapshots (all 
planning entity snapshots in our case). They use tables called snapshot logs to send specific 
rows from the master table to the snapshot.  
 
Collection Process  
The Planning Data Collection process uses database snapshots to manage the data on the 
EBS Source tables. The Planning Data Pull program has a list of parameters (entities) that 
correspond to one or more of these snapshots. When data is inserted, updated, or deleted 
in the master table, these changes are inserted into the snapshot log tables (MLOG$_ tables). 
When the Planning Data Pull program is run, it spawns the Refresh Collection Snapshots 
(RCS) program. Based on the parameters passed to the Planning Data Pull program, the 
Refresh Collection Snapshots program begins refreshing the snapshots on the source 
instance. In most cases a Fast Refresh is done on the snapshot. Once the RCS program is 
complete, control is returned to the Planning Data Pull program to continue with the data 
collection. It will collect the data from the EBS Source tables into the MSC_ST% staging 



 
 

tables. Then the ODS Load process starts to move the data from the MSC_ST Staging tables 
to the MSC Base tables.  
 
A Fast Refresh takes the changes in the MLOG$ tables and updates the snapshots. It is these 
snapshots that are used as a basis for the views used to pull the data into the MSC_ST% 
staging tables (located on the APS Destination in a distributed installation). If a Complete 
Refresh of the Snapshot is performed, the snapshot is updated by getting all data directly 
from the master table.  
 
For example, the Items parameter corresponds with the snapshot MTL_SYS_ITEMS_SN. If a 
change is made to an item (MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B table) or a new item is created, data is 
inserted into MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B. When the Refresh Collection Snapshot runs, 
the data in MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B is used to update MTL_SYS_ITEMS_SN and then 
the data in MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B is deleted. The Data Pull process moves this 
data via a view into the staging table MSC_ST_SYSTEM_ITEMS, then the ODS Load moves 
the data from the staging table to the base table MSC_SYSTEM_ITEMS.  
 
Performance Issues  
There are certain entities that change frequently throughout the day. Many customers 
perform a Complete Refresh Data Collection on a nightly basis. When this is done, a Fast 
Refresh of the snapshots is performed by the Refresh Collection Snapshots program for all 
entities except MTL_MATERIAL_TRANSACTIONS_TEMP. For this table/snapshot, a Complete 
Refresh of the snapshot is performed. If the volume of the data in the MLOG$ table is too 
large, a Fast Refresh is not as effective as a Complete Refresh of the snapshots.  
 
Note: If you run Refresh Collection Snapshots as a standalone program and use Complete 
Refresh or Automatic Refresh, then YOU MUST launch Data Collections with a Complete 
Refresh or data will be lost.  
 
Steps to Determine which MLOG$ tables have maximum data growth through the week.  

1. Determine which entities within the system have large growth in the 
MLOG$_tables, by running the following script;  

 
Create_table_rcs_analysis.sql – Please download the latest script from Metalink note 
550005.1  
 
This file creates the temporary tables used for this process.  
 
2. For 11i, download the file rcs_analysis_11i.sql. For R12, download the file 
rcs_analysis_r12.sql. - (Please download the latest script from Metalink note 550005.1)  

 
These files check the various MLOG$_ tables to get row counts for the respective 
applications release.  



 
 

3. Schedule 'rcs_analysis_xxx.sql' in a cron job to run every 30-60 minutes for a week 
to monitor the row changes in the MLOG$_ tables.  

 
Create the cron job as per below:  
 
Cron job  
0 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22 * * * /usr/local/bin/datacollector > /u01/log 2>&1  
>>  
root# cat /usr/local/bin/datacollector  
#!/bin/sh  
#XXXP datacollector  
su - applmgr -c "/export/home/applmgr/DATAPULL_ANALYSIS/datacollector.sh"  
root#  
root# cat /export/home/applmgr/DATAPULL_ANALYSIS/datacollector.sh  
#!/bin/sh  
sqlplus "/as sysdba" @/export/home/applmgr/DATAPULL_ANALYSIS/rcs_analysis_11i.sql  
 
 
4. Analyze the data in the temp tables that were created in Step 1 by exporting the 
output of the following queries into an excel spreadsheet.  

a. For 11i, run this SQL: select * from rcs_analysis_11i_temp;  

b. For R12, run this SQL: select * from rcs_analysis_r12_temp;  
 
When you analyze the output of each run, you should see the record count of the 
MLOG$_ tables increasing throughout the day up to the point where the Complete 
Refresh Data Collection is run. At that time, the record count should return to 0 and 
they will start to grow again. It's the MLOG$_ tables with the largest amount of 
growth during the day that should be analyzed.  
 
Example: The below Graph shows that the record count for 
MLOG$_MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B Vs Date.  

 



 
 

 
 
In this case, Refresh Collection Snapshot ran longest on 19th and 20th February 2010 and 
quickest on 21st Feb 2010.  
 
Table Name  Snapshot name  

MTL_SYSTEMS_ITEMS_B   
 

MTL_SYS_ITEMS_SN 
BOM_OPERATION_SEQUEN  BOM_OPR_SEQS_SN  
BOM_COMPONENTS_B  BOM_INV_COMPS_SN  
 

Chapter 4: Solution:  
 
To fix this issue we need to work closely with a Business Analyst from the client side. 
Keeping them in the loop is of utmost important since the steps required to fix the issue 
require some functional knowledge of how the Supply Chain works and it is best advised 
that the client side business analyst is aware of what we are trying to implement.  
 
We need to check with the client on the type of collections they run daily. Depending on 
what they run, we will need to analyze if we can implement this fix or continue to 
troubleshoot.  
 
Steps to fix the issue:  
 
Schedule “Refresh Collection Snapshot” for “MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_B – Snapshot name 
MTL_SYS_ITEMS_SN”, “BOM_COMPONENTS_B – Snapshot name BOM_OPR_SEQS_SN” and 
“BOM_OPERATION_SEQUENCES – Snapshot name BOM_INV_COMPS_SN” with parameters 
mode = “Automatic”; Threshold=0.  
 
Please ensure that you try this on a non-prod first and check with the Client’s business 
analyst on the impact of the actions. Keep in mind the below points;  
 



 
 

IMPORTANT PARAMETERS FOR THIS TECHNIQUE:  
 

1. IF the client runs Data Collections with a Complete Refresh, THEN the technique 
describe in this note can be used to help control the MLOG size and improve 
performance.  

2. IF the client runs Data Collections with Net Change refresh periodically between 
runs with Complete Refresh, THEN you may NOT use this technique BEFORE you run 
Net Change or some data changes will not be collected.  

Example #1: The client runs Net Change every 2 hours, then runs Complete Refresh 
nightly. These steps accomplish the same steps as this note.  
 
Example #2: The client runs Net Change Collection once per day, then run Complete 
Refresh on the weekends. Then you would need to suggest that the client run Net 
Change Collections more often to help control MLOG growth. You should also see 
Metalink Note 1063953.1 to manage all the MLOGs to improve performance.  
 

Note: It is important that the Refresh Collection Snapshots program not be scheduled to run 
during the Data Collection process. Be sure to allow enough time for the last scheduled RCS 
program to complete prior to the scheduled data collection process. 

 

 Mitesh B. Sanghvi is a Senior Oracle Applications DBA working as a DBA 
Manager with Core Services India Pvt. Ltd based in Mumbai. He has over 7 years 
in Implementing, Upgrading and Supporting Oracle Applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
Introduction 
 
EBS customers are updating the forecast manually.  First forecast set/Designators/ has to be 
defined. The forecast items have to be added to the forecast designators. Then the forecast 
has to be updated. 
This article provides some information about the forecast upload automation by using 
Custom Oracle WEBADI (Web Application Desktop Integrator).Aim in coming up with this 
article is to provide some insight or thought process of the approaches for custom WEBADI 
for other modules also if required. 
 
What is a Web ADI? 
 
Oracle Web Application Desktop Integrator (Web ADI) is Oracle E-Business Suite's solution 
for integrating E-Business Suite applications with desktop applications such as Microsoft 
Excel, Word and Projects.  "Integrators" encapsulate the metadata and other information 
needed to integrate a particular Oracle E-Business Suite task with a desktop application. It is 
a development tool that lets you define custom integrators for use with Oracle Web 
Applications Desktop Integrator. An integrator is a set of metadata that encapsulates all the 
information needed to integrate a particular Oracle E-Business Suite task with a desktop 
application. With Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework, you can define 
custom integrators for tasks in a standard Oracle E-Business Suite application that are not 
covered by seeded integrators, or for tasks in custom applications developed for your 
instance.  

Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework provides a graphical user interface 
in which developers can define integrators and all associated supporting objects, without 
needing to work directly with the underlying Oracle Web Applications Desktop Integrator 
tables and APIs. Through this user interface, Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration 
Framework reduces development time, increases developer productivity, and enhances ease 
of maintenance for the integrators you define. 

Where Web ADI is used? 

Several Oracle E-Business Suite applications provide seeded integrators out-of-the-box. With 
Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework, you can define custom integrators 
for tasks in a standard Oracle E-Business Suite application that are not covered by seeded 
integrators, or for tasks in custom applications developed for your instance. 

 



 
 

What are the features provided by Web ADI? 

 Create Integrators using a wizard-based user interface 
 Define Integrators to upload data through PL/SQL APIs or directly to tables 
 Define Integrators to download data from text files or using SQL Queries 
 Define data validation rules 
 Embed UI widgets (List of values, Pop lists, Date pickers, Flex fields) in spreadsheets 
 Use the Oracle E-Business Suite Security Model 
 Define layouts and mappings for custom integrators 

How Web ADI works? 

 

Oracle E-Business Suite Desktop Integration Framework provides a graphical user interface 
which you can use to define integrators and associated supporting objects.  You can reduce 
development time by using the GUI instead of working directly with the underlying Oracle 
Web ADI tables and APIs.  This user interface makes it easier to maintain your integrators, 
too.  The Desktop Integration Framework supports native Oracle Application Framework 
(OAF) UI widgets like Flex-fields, List Of Values, Pop-lists and Date pickers. 

What are the steps to follow to create custom Web ADI? 
Go to Desktop Integration Manager Responsibility. Click on Create Integrator option. The 
below screen will open.  

1. Give integrator details like Name, Internal Name, and Application etc.   
2. Provide interface details (API-Procedure/API-Function/Table Name etc) 
3. Create content 
4. Define Layout 
5. Define Mapping 



 
 

 
 
 
 
Define Interface 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Define Content 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Define Layout 

 



 
 

 
 
What are the benefits of Web ADI?  
Usually for data uploading we will be using tools like Data Loader, SQL Loader etc. They 
don’t have full validation on the data which is going into Database. Through Web ADI you 
can call custom PLSQL procedures for data validation. It is very user friendly tools. End users 
can directly download and upload the data. It is a Excel based tool.  Create function and 
attaché to the menu. 
 
The From function type should be “SSWA servlet function” and form function parameter = 
“bne:page=BneCreateDoc&bne:viewer=BNE:EXCEL2007&bne:reporting=N&bne:integrator=<AP
PL>:Integrator Name&bne:layout=<APPL>:Layout Name &bne:content=<APPL>:Content Name 
&bne:map=<APPL>:Mapping Name &bne:noreview=Y” 
 
Attach the function to the required responsibility related menu. 
Setting for Excel 2007:  

1. Click the Office Button (top-left button in the window)  
2. Click the 'Excel Options' button.  
3. Click 'Trust Center' link from the menu on the left.  
4. Click 'Trust Center Settings...' button.  
5. In the 'Trust Center' window click 'Macro Settings' link from the menu on the left.  
6. Under 'Macro Settings' check 'Disable all macros with notification'.  
7. Under 'Developer Macro Settings' check 'Trust Access to the VBA project object 

model'.  
8. Click 'OK' button to close the 'Trust Center' window. 
9. Click 'OK' button to return to the spreadsheet.  



 
 

Microsoft Internet Explorer Required Settings for Excel Interface  

The following Internet Explorer browser settings are required to run Web Applications 
Desktop Integrator functionality;  

Download Settings 

To download a Web ADI template to the desktop please ensure the File Download option is 
enabled. To set this in the browser: 

1. Select 'Tools' -> 'Internet Options -> 'Security' (Tab) from the browser menu. 
2. Select the appropriate zone i.e. 'Trusted Sites' -> 'Custom Level' (button) 
3. Under the 'Downloads' section ensures 'File download' is enabled. 

Downloading the data from Web ADI: 

Go to the Function which you created above. Download the data by passing parameters. 
(Parameters has to be attached to the download content) 

 

Uploading the Data Back to Database: 
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Conclusion 
 
With the above piece of information, this article must have thrown some light into WebADI 
and its functionalities. Some of the information has been gathered from My Oracle support . 
Intention of this article is to provide guidance while designing the custom webADIs. 
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As Real Estate / Construction company sector is growing very rapidly to keep track of the 

sales process manually as lot of documentation involved in Back-office process also , so 

documentation software like word and spreadsheet software will not suffice the need of the 

rapid increase of customers . Conversion of the manual process through system driven saves 

manpower efforts and minimizes the human errors. Oracle had introduced its module called 

PROPERTY MANAGER to address such business requirements. 

Oracle Property Manager streamlines and automates lease administration and space 
management, enabling you to more intelligently manage your real estate portfolio. Whether 
you are a corporate, commercial, or retail/franchise operation, Oracle Property Manager 
offers a comprehensive solution that lowers costs, maximizes financial performance, and 
provides complete visibility into your investments for improved decision and reporting 
capabilities. The cornerstone of Oracle's Real Estate Management solution, Oracle Property 
Manager is part of the Oracle E-Business Suite, an integrated set of applications that are 
engineered to work together. 

Oracle Property manager majorly focused on leasing concept, where as our solution fills the 

gaps for Residential outright process through customization & personalization.  

Residential Outright process – business requirement 

 Manage Space / Unit Definition with layout plans , amenities and approval details   

 Managing Car Parking Inventory. 

 Auto mate Unit Booking and managing utilization  

 Customer Database which could be helpful for Customer Relationship management 

also 

 Building / Customer wise – Multiple payment schedule  

 Customer Bookings – Flat Cost / Agreement cost should be auto calculated – from 

building wise rate card along with Statutory details – Stamp duty , registration , 

Service Tax & Vat  

 Auto generation of Demand letters (Invoices) as per the payment schedule. 

 Receipts to be adjusted against the Demand letters (Invoices) 

 Collation of the data from Customer booking, Payment schedule, Rate Card and 

Agreement to be printed from the system. 



 
 

Possession process  

Documentation printing from the system and auto generation of reports – Unit status , 

Customer Payment schedule status , Rate Cards  & MIS reports. 

Property Definition – this is the starting process of Sales Module. In property definition, 

property is defined along with its other parameters such as No of Building, Building Name, 

Flats, Car Parks, Amenities provided with in the flat & building. This shall help management 

to monitor the sales cycle based on the property or its other parameters. 

Primary Module – Definition of Building along with Flat Types, unit status restricted to 

Booked & un-booked. Car park definition to be same as flat definition only unit type to be 

changed (Workaround) , Unit status needs to be updated manually. 

Developed Module -  

• Various Flat Areas – like additional usable area, carpet area, terrace area. 

• New flat status updated like Agreement, hold, refuge, Investor.  Auto update of the 

status on various conditions and controls  

• Various Amenities  

• Allocation of Car Park Definition   

• No of Car Parks to be allotted Building wise , Car Park Types -> Open , Stilt , 

Basement 

• No of Car Parks to be allocated Flat Type Ratio wise) 

• Statutory Approvals details for building various controls for allocation / Demand 

letter / Possession. 

Payment Schedule is defined building wise, based on the actual completion of milestone 

Demand Letters are generated, Multiple Payment schedule can be defined building-wise 

Primary Module or out-of-box functionalities available in Oracle EBS – 

a)  Manual Billing customers wise. 

b) Single payment schedule for same building.  

 

 



 
 

Developed Module – 

•  Multiple payment schedules for same building. 

• Auto generation of Initial billing line along with construction – wise payments to be 

done. 

Rate Card Building wise - Definition of Rate Card – Rate Card is defined building-wise.Due to 

non-availability of such functionality in Oracle EBS, custom module has been developed  

 Developed Module - Rate Card Definition building wise – All the components for that 
particular building are defined Rate Card is divided in to various groups –  
 
a) Total Agreement value,  
b) Health cub charges  
c) Society Charges,  
d) Statutory charges – VAT, service tax, stamp duty, registration ….   
 
Definition of Rate Card – Rate Card is defined building-wise. Rate Card contains various 
groups and mainly use for calculation of total flat cost or value. Rate card can be change and 
new rate card shall be applicable with effective date. At the time of booking of flat, building 
wise rate card is used and change as per finalization with customer. The change rate card 
shall be applicable for that flat only and building wise rate card remains unchanged.  
 

Rate Card flat wise –P Due to non-availability of such functionality in Oracle EBS, custom 

module has been developed 

Developed Module – Rate Card Flat wise is generated based on the building Rate card 

template defined Generation of Rate Card Flat wise – Rate per sq ft will be derived based on 

the template i.e – Rate per Sq Ft + Floor rise + Flat Facing , Car park allocated to the Flat. 

Customer Booking  - Customer Booking Form Details , stores the Customer Name & Contact 

Details , Multiple Agreement Name along with PAN no, Broker / Reference Details , which 

will be approved by Reporting Authority 

Primary module – Basic information of customer details, booking date & status is available 

in Oracle EBS 

Developed Module – Customer information along with the contact details, payment 

schedule to be attached, Agreement Value, Rate card details – Approval process of the 

booking.  

 



 
 

Demand Letter (Invoices)  

Generation of Demand Letter based on Payment Schedule Milestone Completed and 

Approvals received for that building, Demand Letter shall be generated based on the 

Payment Schedule Milestone Completed & Percentage tagged to it. 

Primary Module –  

• Manual entry of DL – customer booking wise  

• Manual Calculation of DL based on Building Payment schedule. 

Developed Module –  

• Auto Generation of DL’s Building wise and customer group wise for the milestone 

completed.  

• Auto Calculation of DL’s based on Building Payment schedule attached to Customer 

booking  

Loan Process –  

Due to non-availability of such functionality in Oracle EBS, custom module has been 

developed  

Developed Module 

• Capturing of the loan details like sanction amount, Bankers details.  

• System provides various controls on further processing for agreement and 

registration process based on the details attached.  

Agreement & Registration Process –  
 
Due to non-availability of such functionality in Oracle EBS, custom module has been 
developed 
Developed Module –  
 

• Auto Agreement Printing 

• Updation of details related to agreement & Registration details. 

• Trigger/control points & Auto updation of unit status From  (Booking of Flat  Stamp 

duty  Agreement  Registration .) 



 
 

Possession Process –  
 
Primary Module – NA 
 
Developed Module –  

• Auto generation of Society charges at the time of Final Possession DL  

• Control points whether all DL’s are generated and all receipts received  

• Auto updation of unit status If all control checkpoints are passed in the system and 
prints the possession letter  

• Auto intimation to respective Organization – departments for handing over the unit 
 

Unit Cancellation Process –  

Primary Module – Only unit status to be updated as termination.  

Developed Module – Approval process of the Cancellation process, on approval of the same 

Refund of cheque after deduction of cancellation charges, Refund of cheque along with 

interest, attaching the refund against the cancelled flat. 

Unit Transfer Process –  

Primary Module – Termination of Current booking & booking of new unit.  

Developed Module – Auto calculation of New Flat cost based on the difference of the area.  

Auto Update of old demands against new demands, adjusting of old customer receipts to 

new booking.  

Various process like broker process , health club process , Customer Tracking  which are not 

in Primary module which are mapped with workaround in the developed module .  

 Business Benefits Achieved –  

Various Control / Trigger points on the statutory / governance approvals 

Multiple Payment Schedule – Building wise  

Auto Generation of Demand Letter with complex calculation in click of buttons  

Allocation of Car Park  

Auto Generation of Complex Rate Card calculation  



 
 

Tracking of Various document process – Agreement & Registration and auto printing of 

agreement  

Control of possession process – if nonpayment or improper documentation done. + Many 

more …… 
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Abstract: 
Release 12.1 HRMS RUP5 provides certain key payroll functionalities 
 
1) Quick Retro pay: Retro pay provides the feature of computing differential pay due to back 
dated changes to elements.  Quick retro pay feature introduced in R 12.1 HRMS Rollup 5 
provides the flexibility to run retro pay for individual employees. 
 
2) Self Service Batch Element Entry: This feature provides a self service page based element 
entry interface that enables managers to create element entries (e.g. overtime, premium 
payments, expenses etc) for employees reporting to him/her. Manager can make batch 
element entries for multiple people and route them for approvals. This also provides the 
flexibility of payroll clerks/administrators to create element entries for employees and 
approved according to the approval rules.   
 
Business Requirement 
 
Enhanced retro pay is processed lacks the flexibility of processing retro pay for a single 
assignment. Any ad-hoc back dated payments for specific employees would still require 
retro pay to be run for all employees which is tedious & time consuming. 
 
The current batch element entry is a single step process and does not provide the element 
entry review & approval mechanism to managers. This leads to delay in element entry to be 
processed by the payroll engine. This also results in overhead on the payroll administrators 
to make element entry. 
 
The new feature provides a two step approach which enables the managers/administrators 
to create batch element entry & the same can be reviewed & approved based on the 
approval rules. 
 

Quick Retro Pay Functionality Walkthrough  

This section covers the step by step process to run quick retro pay. The standard setups 

related to enhanced retro pay is a prerequisite and there are no additional setups required 

to be performed to enable quick retro pay. 



 
 

The below figure displays the value of ‘Base Pay’ element being entered w.e.f 01-Jan-2012 

 

The figure below displays the SOE report for Jan 2012.  Employee is paid INR 10,000 as Base 

pay for the month of Jan & Feb 2012 

 



 
 

Back dated change done for Base Pay element entry value w.e.f 01-Apr-2012 to INR 13,000 

 



 
 

A new concurrent program ‘Quick RetroPay’ is available after applying R12.1 HRMS RUP5. 

You may need to add the above program to the appropriate request set associated to the 

responsibility 

 

Provide the mandatory parameter values and submit the concurrent program 

Effective Date – Provide a date in the current open payroll period in which the retro element 

entries needs to be created 

Assignment Number – Select the appropriate assignment from the LOV for which quick 

retro pay needs to be processed 

 



 
 

 

The retro element entry associated with the base element ‘Base Pay’ gets created in the 

appropriate payroll period once the program completes successfully  

 



 
 

Self Service Batch Element Entry: 

From this release managers have the ability to enter multiple element entries for multiple 

employees using the self-service interface. If approvals are set up, managers can route their 

submissions for approvals. Administrators can enter element entry values for elements that 

are in the element set associated to them and for employees for whom they have access 

through their security profile. 

Self Service BEE functionality is available on R12.1 HRMS RUP 5 by applying the BEE 

consolidated patch 14111441:R12.PAY.B. This is integrated with AME & provides a new 

workflow PAY_BATCH_JSP_PRC (Self-Service Batch Element Entry Process) that enables 

users to setup approvals. 

This feature enables managers/administrators to: 

 Search for employees for whom they have access based on the security profile - HR 
Security profile. 

 Create batch details for employees. 
 Create batch lines to select employee, applicable elements, input values, and 

effective date. 
 Save and submit batches. 
 If approvals are set up, managers can submit the batches for approval. Approvers can 

validate and approve the batches, or return them for correction. 

The new function PAY_BEE_SS (User function Name: Element Entries) can also be assigned 
to payroll clerks/administrators that enable them to create submit batch element entries. If 
approvals are setup, approvers can validate & approve the batch. 

The following new profile options are delivered 

 HR: Applicable Elements for Self Service BEE 
o This profile is applicable at the site, responsibility, and user level. The elements 

are assigned to particular profile, such that only if the profile is enabled users 
can view the elements or otherwise they will not be able to view. 

 HR: Auto Batch Naming in Self Service 
o The profile is set at site responsibility, and user level. This profile enables 

generating the name automatically for a batch. The default is No. 

 

 

 



 
 

This section explains the steps and setups that are required to enable Self Service BEE & also 
provides a quick overview of this new functionality. 

Create an element set that includes the list of elements that you wish to provide access to 

the manager/administrator for batch element entry. 

 

The element set is associated to the profile option HR: “Applicable Elements for Self Service 

BEE”. This profile option determines the elements that can be used by the 

manager/administrator to create element entries through the self service interface 

 



 
 

Navigate to Manager Self Service->Element Entries 

Create a new batch or query an existing batch that is already created / saved 

 

The page provides a single interface to select multiple employees and multiple elements & 

option to enter input values 

 



 
 

The application provides the flexibility of validating the entries prior to creating the 

batch/element entry. The validation results are visible in the same page 

 

 

The page shows the list of processes that are executed and the completion status of the 

validate process. The program log can be viewed directly from the page. The batch can be 

validated prior to submitting it for approval. This enables the user to correct any incorrect 

entries prior to submission. 



 
 

 

The batch can be submitted for approval with comments for the approver once the batch is 

successfully validated. The below figure shows batch review page available prior to submit. 

Notification is sent to the approver on submit based on AME rules. 



 
 

 

 



 
 

After the batch is approved, BEE batch gets created with status as “Transferred” and the 

element entries are created for the employees in the appropriate period 

 

 



 
 

Business Benefits 

The Quick retro pay functionality provides ease of executing back dated salary changes for 

specific employees and therefore saves time. The payroll administrators do not have to run 

retro pay for the entire population. This provides flexibility to administrators in scenarios 

where one off/quick pay process needs to be executed for employees who need to be paid 

prior to the regular pay date in a period. 

The Self service BEE provides a two step batch element entry process that enables 

managers to provide one off element entries to their employees & therefore reduces the 

workload of payroll clerks/administrators. Approval rules can ensure that only 

authorized/approved element entries are considered by the payroll engine for processing. 

Currently there are no approvals available for element entries made through element entry 

form (in the Professional User Interface). By adding this new function to the responsibility 

assigned to payroll clerks/data entry operators enables entries to be approved based on the 

rules prior to being processed by payroll. 
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Introduction 

During Implementation and day to day support, business faces many different kinds of 

requirements. Many of them seem simple but need quick and innovative thinking to have 

them implemented. 

SQL is really powerful and can do wonders using it in different ways. All it needs is some 

quick thinking. Here are some simple things that are often required while working on Oracle.  

 How to spell a number? 

 DDL - Data Definition Language statements 

 DML - Data Manipulation Language statements 

 DCL - Data Control Language statements 

 Queries to Identify or Remove Duplicate Rows 

 Queries to Retrieve Only the Nth Row from a Table 

 Queries to Select the TOP ‘N’ Rows from a Table 

 Drop a Column from a Table 

 Rename a Column in a Table 

 To Change Oracle password? 

 Frequently used basic SQL*Plus commands 

 Queries to Retrieve the Nth Highest Salary 

 Use of Extract in SQL 
 

Implementing Common Business Requirements using SQL 

There are many ways in which we can implement a requirement using SQL. It totally 

depends upon the business on what is convenient and feasible for them. Here are some 

really common business requirements that one comes across during Implementations and 

Day to Day Support Activities. 

How to spell a number? 

One can use the following type of SQLs to spell a number 

SQL: select to_char( to_date( abs(123456),'J'),'Jsp') from dual  

Output 

TO_CHAR(TO_DATE(ABS(123456),'J'),'JSP') 

-------------------------------------------------------- 



 
 

One Hundred Twenty-Three Thousand Four Hundred Fifty-Six 

SQL: select decode( sign(-123456 ),'-1', 'Negative ', NULL ) ||  

to_char( to_date( abs(-123456),'J'),'Jsp') from dual  

Output 

DECODE(SIGN(-123456),'-1','NEGATIVE',NULL)||TO_CHAR(TO_DATE(ABS(- 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Negative One Hundred Twenty-Three Thousand Four Hundred Fifty-Six 

For numbers between 0 and 9,999,999 use the following technique which leverages the FF 

date time formatting element (introduced in Oracle 9i) and the SP date time format suffix 

SQL: SELECT to_char( to_timestamp( lpad(sal,9,'0'), 'FF9' ), 'FFSP' ) as words FROM emp 

Output  

ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY-FOUR 

What if you want to convert decimals too? 

SQL: SELECT    TO_CHAR (TO_DATE (TRUNC (&num), 'J'), 'JSP') 

       || ' Point ' 

       || TO_CHAR (TO_DATE (TO_NUMBER (SUBSTR (&num, INSTR (&num, '.') + 1)),'J'),'JSP') 

  FROM DUAL; 

eg: SQL 

SELECT    TO_CHAR (TO_DATE (TRUNC (504.34), 'J'), 'JSP') 

       || ' Point ' 

       || TO_CHAR (TO_DATE (TO_NUMBER (SUBSTR (504.34, INSTR (504.34, '.') + 1)),'J'),'JSP') 

  FROM DUAL; 

Output:  

FIVE HUNDRED FOUR Point THIRTY-FOUR 

 



 
 

Try these out ..!! 

DDL is Data Definition Language statements. Some examples:  

CREATE - to create objects in the database  

ALTER - alters the structure of the database  

DROP - delete objects from the database  

TRUNCATE - remove all records from a table, including all spaces allocated for the records 

are removed  

COMMENT - add comments to the data dictionary  

GRANT - gives user's access privileges to database  

REVOKE - withdraw access privileges given with the GRANT command  

DML is Data Manipulation Language statements. Some examples:  

SELECT - retrieve data from the a database  

INSERT - insert data into a table  

UPDATE - updates existing data within a table  

DELETE - deletes all records from a table, the space for the records remain  

CALL - call a PL/SQL or Java subprogram  

EXPLAIN PLAN - explain access path to data  

LOCK TABLE - control concurrency  

DCL is Data Control Language statements. Some examples:  

COMMIT - save work done  

SAVEPOINT - identify a point in a transaction to which you can later roll back  

ROLLBACK - restore database to original since the last COMMIT  

SET TRANSACTION - Change transaction options like what rollback segment to use  

 



 
 

Queries to Identify or Remove Duplicate Rows 

Choose one of the following queries to identify or remove duplicate rows from a table 

leaving one record: 

Method 1:  

   SQL> DELETE FROM table_name A WHERE ROWID > ( 

     2    SELECT min(rowid) FROM table_name B 

     3    WHERE A.key_values = B.key_values); 

Method 2:  

   SQL> create table table_name2 as select distinct * from table_name1; 

   SQL> drop table_name1; 

   SQL> rename table_name2 to table_name1; 

Method 3:  

   SQL> Delete from my_table where rowid not in( 

   SQL>     select max(rowid) from my_table 

   SQL>     group by my_column_name ); 

Method 4:  

   SQL> delete from my_table t1 

   SQL> where  exists (select 'x' from my_table t2 

   SQL>                 where t2.key_value1 = t1.key_value1 

   SQL>                   and t2.key_value2 = t1.key_value2 

   SQL>                   and t2.rowid      > t1.rowid); 

 

 

 



 
 

Queries to Retrieve Only the Nth Row from a Table 

To retrieve only the Nth row from a table you can use something like below 

SQL: 

        SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE   

        rowid = (SELECT rowid FROM t1 WHERE  rownum <= 10 

        MINUS 

                 SELECT rowid FROM t1 WHERE  rownum < 10); 

This will return the 10th row. 

To retrive the only rows 5 to 7 from a table 

        SELECT * FROM t1 WHERE   

        rowid in (SELECT rowid FROM t1 WHERE  rownum <= 7 

        MINUS 

                 SELECT rowid FROM t1 WHERE  rownum < 5); 

Queries to Select the TOP N Rows from a Table 

To select the TOP N rows from a table one can have an inner-query with an ORDER BY clause. 

SQL: 

        SELECT * 

        FROM   (SELECT * FROM my_table ORDER BY col_name_1 DESC) 

        WHERE  ROWNUM < 10; 

One can use this workaround too in older releases:  

        SELECT * 

          FROM my_table a 

         WHERE 10 >= (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT maxcol) 

                        FROM my_table b 



 
 

                       WHERE b.maxcol >= a.maxcol) 

         ORDER BY maxcol DESC; 

Drop a Column from a Table 

At times this is requested and one can drop a column from a table 

From Oracle8i one can DROP a column from a table.  

ALTER TABLE table_name DROP COLUMN column_name;  

Other workarounds 

Method 1: 

   SQL> update t1 set column_to_drop = NULL; 

   SQL> rename t1 to t1_base; 

   SQL> create view t1 as select <specific columns> from t1_base; 

Method 2: 

   SQL> create table t2 as select <specific columns> from t1; 

   SQL> drop table t1; 

   SQL> rename t2 to t1; 

Rename a Column in a Table 

You can rename a column in a table 

Method 1: 

   rename t1 to t1_base; 

   create view t1 <column list with new name> as select * from t1_base; 

Method 2: 

   create table t2 <column list with new name> as select * from t1; 

   drop table t1; 

   rename t2 to t1; 



 
 

How to Change Oracle password? 

Issue the following SQL command:  

ALTER USER <username> IDENTIFIED BY <new_password> 

You can just type "password" from SQL*Plus, or if you need to change another user's 

password, type "password user_name".  

Frequently used basic SQL*Plus commands 

ACCEPT Get input from the user   

DEFINE Declare a variable (short: DEF)   

DESCRIBE Lists the attributes of tables and other objects (short: DESC)   

EDIT Places you in an editor so you can edit a SQL command (short: ED)   

EXIT or QUIT Disconnect from the database and terminate SQL*Plus   

GET Retrieves a SQL file and places it into the SQL buffer   

HOST Issue a operating system command (short: !)   

LIST Displays the last command executed/ command in the SQL buffer PROMPT Display a 

text string on the screen. Eg prompt Hello World!!!   

RUN List and Run the command stored in the SQL buffer (short: /)   

SAVE Saves command in the SQL buffer to a file. Eg "save x" will create a script file called 

x.sql   

SET Modify the SQL*Plus environment eg. SET PAGESIZE 23   

SHOW Shows environment settings (short: SHO). Eg SHOW ALL, SHOW PAGESIZE etc.   

SPOOL Send output to a file. Eg "spool x" will save STDOUT to a file called x.lst   

START Run a SQL script file (short: @)   

Queries to Retrieve the Nth Highest Salary 

To retrieve the nth Highest Salary [Or any such other thing] 

Method 1: 



 
 

  select sal from (select sal from test_a order by 1 desc) 

  where rownum <= n   

  MINUS 

  select sal from (select sal from test_a order by 1 desc) 

  where rownum <= (n-1) 

Method 2: 

  select level, MAX(SAL) 

  from test_a  

  where level = n 

  connect by prior sal > sal 

  GROUP BY LEVEL 

In case of a table having Hierarchy  

eg: 

Employee_Name Manager 

Raj  

Sai Raj 

Amar Sai 

Harsh Amar 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Hierarchy 

 

Raj 

| 

Sai 

| 

Amar 

| 

Harsh 

Having Raj at the highest position and Harsh at the lowest 

Now the data is present randomly in tables. In case one needs data as per hierarchy then this 

can be used 

connect by prior Employee_Name=Manager 

In order to start with Harsh put  

Start with Employee=Harsh 

Use of Extract in SQL 

By Using Extract we can extract/remove a certain logical part from a column of a table. 

Like we can remove the day, month, year etc from date type column. 

Using XML we can also call a function using extract. 

SQL> select extract(year from created) EXT , created from all_objects where object_name 

like '%DEPENDENC%' and rownum<3; 

Output 

       EXT CREATED 

      ---------- ----------- 

      1998 10/21/1998 

      1998 10/21/1998 



 
 

SQL> select extract(month from created) EXT , created from all_objects where object_name 

like '%DEPENDENC%' and rownum<3; 

Output 

       EXT CREATED 

       ---------- ----------- 

        10 10/21/1998 

        10 10/21/1998 

SQL> select extract(day from created) EXT , created from all_objects where object_name 

like '%DEPENDENC%' and rownum<3; 

Output 

       EXT CREATED 

    ---------- ----------- 

        21 10/21/1998 

        21 10/21/1998 

SQL> select extract(day from sysdate) Day, trunc(Sysdate) from dual; 

Output 

       DAY TRUNC(SYSDATE) 

     ---------- -------------- 

        19 5/19/2005 

SQL> select extract(month from sysdate) Day, trunc(Sysdate) from dual; 

Output 

       DAY TRUNC(SYSDATE) 

       ---------- -------------- 

         5 5/19/2005 

SQL> select extract(day from sysdate-100) Day, trunc(Sysdate) from dual; 

Output 

       DAY TRUNC(SYSDATE) 

      ---------- -------------- 

         8 5/19/2005 



 
 

SQL> select extract(month from sysdate-20) Day, trunc(Sysdate) from dual; 

Output 

       DAY TRUNC(SYSDATE) 

     ---------- -------------- 

         4 5/19/2005 

Now some magic….. 

Try the below SQL 

  SQL:  

SELECT TRANSLATE('_9(89$7.-.1@@.1.=5*;.81^^;.49_1@9 1$4 1 ^*%(^5*%-( $5_ ;51*  

{{{','1234567890!@#$%^&*()-=_+;,.{','ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ !') from dual; 

Output ”WISHING U ALL A VERY HAPPY DIWALI AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR  !!!” 

Well, we all know we may not need a SQL to get the above Output but helps wonder what 

all we can do using SQL!!! 

Conclusion 

SQL is powerful and helps accomplish many requirements in a simple manner. These can be 

used in Procedures, Functions, Forms and Reports. This increases its usability and makes it 

smarter to work with. 
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